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Before:  SAAD, P.J., and M. J. KELLY and SHAPIRO, JJ. 
 
PER CURIAM. 

 In these consolidated cases, the prosecutor appeals the circuit court’s dismissal of the 
charges against defendants on the basis of entrapment.  For the reasons stated below, we reverse 
and remand. 

I.  NATURE OF THE CASE 

 In this medical marijuana action, the trial court’s erroneous ruling, which dismissed this 
case against defendants on the grounds of “entrapment,” conflicts with the black letter law of 
entrapment and the Michigan Medical Marihuana Act (“MMMA”),1 MCL 333.26421 et seq. 

 
                                                 
1 The MMMA uses an outdated spelling, “marihuana.”  Throughout the opinion, we use the 
current and common spelling “marijuana” unless quoting from the MMMA or cases that use the 
older spelling.  See People v Hartwick, 498 Mich 192, 198 n 2; 870 NW2d 37 (2015). 
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 The MMMA is an “exception to the Public Health Code’s prohibition on the use of 
controlled substances,”2 and its protections are accordingly “limited to individuals suffering from 
serious or debilitating medical conditions or symptoms, to the extent that the individuals’ 
marijuana use is carried out in accordance with the provisions of [the MMMA].”3  To further the 
underlying medical purposes of the law, the MMMA has always required that a provider of 
marijuana sell or transfer marijuana only to those patients with whom the provider is connected 
through the Department of Community Health’s (“DCH”)4 registration process.  MCL 
333.26424(b).5 

 In keeping with the purpose of the MMMA, our courts have held that individuals who 
operate marijuana dispensaries—emporiums where any patient can purchase marijuana from any 
provider, regardless of whether the patient and the provider were connected through DCH’s 
registration process—do not comply with the MMMA and may not receive its legal protections.6  
Due to these infirmities, the business model of a marijuana dispensary violates the MMMA, and, 
importantly for our analysis, our courts have also held that undercover police operations to 
expose this ongoing illegality do not “entrap” the individuals operating the marijuana 
dispensary.7 

 Here, defendants ran or worked for a marijuana dispensary called Green Greener Grow 
(“G3”), and held themselves out to sell (and actually sold) marijuana to patients with whom they 
were not connected through DCH’s registration process.  Therefore, by definition, they were 
engaged in an ongoing criminal enterprise that did not comply with the MMMA.  Because 
defendants were neither induced nor seduced into this “business” by the police, but rather were 
exposed and caught in their ongoing illicit activity—via a classic, textbook undercover sting 
operation—they were not entrapped.  For each of these reasons, which we explain in detail 
below, the trial court’s dismissal of the charges is hereby reversed, and we remand for 
reinstatement of the charges against defendants. 

 
                                                 
2 People v Bylsma, 493 Mich 17, 27; 825 NW2d 543 (2012). 
3 People v Kolanek, 491 Mich 382, 394; 817 NW2d 528 (2012) (quotation marks omitted). 
4 After the events relevant to this case, the Michigan Department of Community Health merged 
with the Department of Human Services to create the Department of Health and Human 
Services.  For ease of reference, we refer to the Department by its former name, “the Department 
of Community Health,” throughout the opinion. 
5 See also Michigan v McQueen, 493 Mich 135, 156; 828 NW2d 644 (2013); Michigan v 
McQueen, 293 Mich App 644, 670; 811 NW2d 513 (2011), aff’d on other grounds 493 Mich 
135.  Our Court has also held that both of these decisions apply retroactively.  People v Johnson, 
302 Mich App 450, 466; 838 NW2d 889 (2013). 
6 See McQueen, 493 Mich at 142-143; People v Vansickle, 303 Mich App 111, 113-114; 842 
NW2d 289 (2013). 
7 Vansickle, 303 Mich App at 117. 
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II.  FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

 Defendants operated and worked for G3, a marijuana dispensary in Southfield.  G3 was a 
sophisticated entity that stocked and sold a wide variety of marijuana products to individuals it 
had selected as “members” of the dispensary.  Prospective members were required to provide 
documentation that they were authorized to use marijuana for medical purposes under the 
MMMA.  Defendants Earl and Ryan Carruthers also ran a separate entity, Graceful Financial 
Solutions, to manage G3’s payments and revenue. 

 In 2011, the Oakland County Sherriff began to investigate G3 to ensure the business 
complied with the MMMA.  The sheriff’s deputy assigned to visit G3 used an undercover 
persona, and assembled the following documents to use in his interactions with the staff: (1) a 
driver’s license; (2) an application for a medical marijuana registry identification card, and a 
copy of a cashed money order payable to “State of MI – MMMP” to show that the state had 
accepted his application; and (3) a photocopied certification from a doctor recommending the use 
of marijuana for medical purposes.8 

 On December 5, 2011, the deputy took these documents to G3, and presented them to 
defendant Sheralyn Geer.  Thereafter, he filled out a membership form to become a member of 
G3—which would allow him to purchase marijuana from the organization—and was accepted as 
a member. 

 After the deputy completed the relevant membership paperwork, defendant Geer took 
him to meet defendant Derrick Holoman in another room, which contained jars of marijuana and 
marijuana edibles.  Holoman provided the deputy with a price list for the various types of 
marijuana on sale, and sold the deputy a wide assortment of marijuana products.  Before leaving 
the G3 office, defendant Geer gave the deputy a G3 membership card, and told him that he only 
needed to provide the membership card to purchase marijuana from G3 in the future. 

 Throughout December 2011 and January 2012, defendants sold the deputy marijuana and 
other marijuana products.  As Geer accurately informed him, after the deputy became a G3 
member, he could purchase marijuana on request from defendants without establishing that he 
had a valid medical reason for using the drug.  Specifically, the deputy purchased marijuana 
from defendants at G3 on two occasions by simply showing his membership card or giving his 
membership number.9  He also placed two mail orders for marijuana, and defendants shipped 
him marijuana on each occasion.  G3 attempted to conceal the fact that it filled the deputy’s 

 
                                                 
8 The driver’s license and registry card used by the sheriff’s deputy were issued in the name of 
his fictitious undercover persona.  However, the doctor’s certification was not actually issued in 
the name of the undercover persona—the deputy photocopied a MMMA Physician Certification 
completed by a doctor on behalf of another patient, and inserted the name of his undercover 
persona in place of the original patient. 
9 Defendant Holoman conducted one sale; defendant Wells conducted the other. 
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orders by using a false name and address on the packages that contained the marijuana, but the 
marijuana was packed in shredded G3 membership cards. 

 Thereafter, the police conducted a raid on G3’s premises, and found the following: 31 
jars of marijuana weighing a combined total of 8,456 grams, marijuana cigarettes, liquid 
marijuana, marijuana rice crispy treats, marijuana brownies, 2 containers of marijuana weighing 
a combined total of 55 grams.  G3’s offices also contained packaging materials, scales, heat 
sealers, marijuana grinders, FedEx receipts, and various other marijuana paraphernalia. 

 The prosecution charged defendants with conspiracy to deliver marijuana, in violation of 
MCL 750.157a and MCL 333.7401(2)(d)(iii).  Some of the defendants faced additional charges: 
(1) Earl Carruthers and Ryan Carruthers were each charged with third-degree money laundering, 
MCL 750.411m, and possession with intent to deliver marijuana, MCL 333.7401(2)(d)(iii); (2) 
Holoman was charged with two counts of delivery of marijuana, MCL 333.7401(2)(d)(iii), and 
one count of possession with intent to deliver marijuana; (3) Wells was charged with one count 
each of delivery of marijuana and possession with intent to deliver marijuana; (4) Deonte Arnold 
was charged with possession with intent to deliver marijuana, and (5) Geer was charged with 
delivery of marijuana.  Although the defendants filed many separate motions, all of the 
defendants, except for Ryan Carruthers, filed a motion to dismiss all charges based on the theory 
that the sheriff’s deputy “entrapped” them when he purchased marijuana from them. 

 After a hearing on the matter, the trial court, in a written opinion and order, held that the 
sheriff’s deputy entrapped defendants because he used “forged” documents to obtain the 
marijuana, and, but for his conduct, the defendants could have raised an affirmative defense 
under § 8 of the MMMA, MCL 333.26428.  In its appeal, the prosecution says, and we agree, 
that the deputy’s actions cannot constitute entrapment because defendants were already engaged 
in illegal activity when the deputy purchased the marijuana.  Defendants ask us to affirm the 
ruling of the trial court. 

III.  STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 This Court “review[s] de novo as a matter of law whether the police entrapped a 
defendant, but the trial court’s specific findings of fact are reviewed for clear error.”  People v 
Vansickle, 303 Mich App 111, 114; 842 NW2d 289 (2013).  The trial court’s findings of fact are 
clearly erroneous if this Court is “left with a firm conviction that the trial court made a mistake.”  
Id. at 115. 

IV.  ANALYSIS 

A.  LEGAL STANDARDS 

 “Entrapment is a criminal defense, and the defendant bears the burden of establishing 
entrapment by a preponderance of the evidence.  The purpose of this defense is to deter abuse of 
authority by precluding criminal liability for acts that were instigated by the police and 
committed by those not predisposed to such acts.”  People v Akhmedov, 297 Mich App 745, 752; 
825 NW2d 688 (2012) (citations omitted).  In other words, the entrapment defense exists to 
prevent the police from engaging in “the manufacturing of crime.”  People v Williams, 196 Mich 
App 656, 665; 493 NW2d 507 (1992). 
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 Accordingly, under these facts, to show entrapment, defendants must demonstrate that 
“the police engaged in impermissible conduct that would induce a law-abiding person to commit 
a crime in similar circumstances.”  People v Johnson, 466 Mich 491, 498; 647 NW2d 480 (2002) 
(emphasis added).  To determine whether the police have induced “a law-abiding person to 
commit a crime,” the court considers a variety of factors, including 

(1) whether there existed appeals to the defendant’s sympathy as a friend, (2) 
whether the defendant had been known to commit the crime with which he was 
charged, (3) whether there were any long time lapses between the investigation 
and arrest, (4) whether there existed any inducements that would make the 
commission of a crime unusually attractive to a hypothetical law-abiding citizen, 
(5) whether there were offers of excessive consideration or other enticement, (6) 
whether there was a guarantee that the acts alleged as crimes were not illegal, (7) 
whether, and to what extent, any government pressure existed, (8) whether there 
existed sexual favors, (9) whether there were any threats of arrest, (10) whether 
there existed any government procedures that tended to escalate the criminal 
culpability of the defendant, (11) whether there was police control over any 
informant, and (12) whether the investigation was targeted.  [Id. at 498-499.] 

 When it determines whether the police entrapped a defendant, a court must consider each 
transaction between the defendant and the police on a separate basis.  Akhmedov, 297 Mich App 
at 754.  This is because an initial incident of entrapment “does not immunize a defendant from 
criminal liability for subsequent transactions that he readily and willingly undertook.”  Johnson, 
466 Mich at 505.  It is also not appropriate for the court “to judge if the scheme or plan 
employed was the best or most effective way to detect criminal behavior. . . .  The question of 
entrapment centers on whether the police conduct served to manufacture rather than investigate 
the crime in question . . . .”  People v Jamieson, 436 Mich 61, 82; 461 NW2d 884, 892 (1990). 

 Needless to say, a defendant is not entrapped when the police “present nothing more than 
an opportunity to commit the crime.”  Johnson, 466 Mich at 498.  Nor does an undercover 
officer’s use of deceit in his dealings with criminals constitute entrapment, and this “deceit” 
cannot “bar prosecution” for the crimes he witnesses the criminals committing.  Williams, 196 
Mich App at 663.  This is because undercover police work, by definition, involves the use of 
deceit to ferret out illegal activity that would not be discovered if police operated openly.  People 
v Sesson, 45 Mich App 288, 295-296; 206 NW2d 495 (1973); see also Jamieson, 436 Mich at 
82-83. 

B.  APPLICATION 

 Clearly, this case does not involve entrapment.  In fact, “the government simply provided 
defendant[s] with an additional opportunity to commit a crime that [they] had previously 
committed.”  Johnson, 466 Mich at 503.  This investigation and prosecution is a textbook 
example of basic undercover police work to expose and prosecute ongoing illegality perpetrated 
by defendants that, by definition, cannot cause entrapment.  The trial court made a number of 
legal errors when it held that the police entrapped these defendants.  In so doing, the trial court 
ignored basic textbook, black letter law.  And, such a ruling, if allowed to stand, would seriously 
undermine law enforcement’s ability to uncover crime. 
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 Again, to determine whether an act by police constituted entrapment, the court must look 
to the circumstances of that specific act alone.  Akhmedov, 297 Mich App at 754.  Stated another 
way, the court must analyze each instance of possible entrapment separately because an initial 
incident of entrapment “does not immunize a defendant from criminal liability for subsequent 
transactions that he readily and willingly undertook.”  Johnson, 466 Mich at 505. 

 Here, the trial court made no effort to analyze each interaction between the deputy and 
defendants, and instead made a general holding that the deputy’s behavior “entrapped” 
defendants.10  Had the trial court examined each transaction between the deputy and defendants, 
it would have discovered that two defendants—Earl and Ryan Carruthers—never personally 
interacted with the deputy.  Accordingly, it is impossible, as a matter of logic and law, for the 
deputy to have entrapped them.  Nonetheless, the trial court erroneously held that the deputy 
entrapped all six defendants—despite the fact that: (1) he had never interacted with two of the 
defendants, and (2) one of the defendants, Ryan Carruthers, did not even raise entrapment as a 
defense. 

 The court made no effort to analyze whether the police induced defendants’ criminal 
conduct.  This is probably because it is readily apparent that defendants were already engaged in 
criminal conduct before any of their interactions with the deputy.  In and of itself, G3’s business 
model—a member’s only marijuana emporium that allowed anyone to become a member, 
regardless of whether they were paired with G3 through the Department of Community Health’s 
registration system—violated the MMMA.11 

 Despite defendants’ and the trial court’s unsupported insinuations to the contrary, the 
MMMA has never permitted any registered caregiver or patient to sell marijuana to any other 
patient.12  See MCL 333.26424(b); Michigan v McQueen, 493 Mich 135, 156; 828 NW2d 644 

 
                                                 
10 To repeat, the deputy purchased marijuana from defendants on five separate occasions: three at 
G3’s physical office, from defendants Holoman and Wells, and two by mail. 
11 This is not to say that the MMMA prohibits the existence of medical marijuana dispensaries.  
Rather, it merely makes it difficult to conceive how such a dispensary would operate: 

[T]he operation of a dispensary would make little economic sense, because in 
order to abide by the provisions of the MMMA, the dispensary would have to be 
operated entirely by one individual, and could have, at most, five customers.  This 
is because, first, the MMMA has no provision for the sale of marijuana, and, 
second, a primary caregiver is permitted to receive compensation only for the 
costs associated with assisting a qualifying patient to whom he or she is connected 
through registration with the [Department of Community Health].  [People v 
Redden, 290 Mich App 65, 108 n 15; 799 NW2d 184 (2010).] 

12 Such freewheeling arrangements are more akin to marijuana dispensaries in states that have 
legalized the recreational use of marijuana.  See Dorbian, Entrepreneurs Seek Profits from Pot, 
Wall Street Journal (February 3, 2014); see also McQueen, 493 Mich at 148-149 (“In contrast to 
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(2013) (“[Immunity under the MMMA] does not extend to a registered primary caregiver who 
transfers marijuana for any purpose other than to alleviate the condition or symptoms of a 
specific patient with whom the caregiver is connected through the [Michigan Department of 
Community Health’s] registration process.”) (footnote and emphasis omitted).13  Instead, the 
MMMA only permits—and has always only permitted—the sale or transfer of marijuana from a 
registered caregiver to a patient to whom the caregiver is authorized to provide marijuana.14  
People v Bylsma, 493 Mich 17, 27-29; 825 NW2d 543 (2012).  This is to ensure that the 
marijuana is used for a medical purpose and to promote an ongoing relationship between patient, 
doctor, and caregiver.  People v Hartwick, 303 Mich App 247, 260-262; 842 NW2d 545 (2013), 
aff’d in part and rev’d in part 498 Mich 192 (2015). 

 In this case, the evidence clearly and dispositively shows that G3, from its inception, sold 
marijuana to individuals who: (1) filled out an application; and (2) provided a doctor’s 
certificate, driver’s license, and MMMA registration card.  Indeed, after receiving this 
documentation, defendants sold marijuana to the deputy who, to defendant, must have been a 
stranger who walked in off the street and requested marijuana.   

 As such, defendants obviously were not connected with the deputy through the 
Department of Community Health’s registration process and were not his authorized caregivers.  
McQueen, 493 Mich at 156.  Moreover, defendants’ conduct with the deputy—while reason 
enough for their prosecution—was not an isolated incident: the evidence showed that defendants, 
through G3, sold marijuana to other customers and even advertised its services on the internet 
before the deputy began his investigation.  Again, it is therefore impossible for the police to have 
induced defendants “to commit a crime” because defendants were already committing crimes 
when the sheriff’s deputy applied to be a member of G3 and purchase marijuana.  Johnson, 466 
Mich at 498.  The crux of the trial court’s holding—“if the [deputy] had been a legitimate 
medical marijuana patient, and was only receiving his supply of marijuana from the defendants, 
the MMMA would have shielded them from prosecution”—is simply incorrect. 

 The trial court also misapplied the law when it held that the deputy entrapped defendants 
by use of “forged” documents.  As noted, the deputy’s use of “deceit”15 to expose an ongoing 
 
several other states’ medical marijuana provisions, the MMMA does not explicitly provide for 
businesses that dispense marijuana to patients.”) (footnote omitted). 
13 Again, though McQueen was decided in 2013, after the events relevant to this case, the 
decision applies retroactively.  Johnson, 302 Mich App at 466. 
14 Indeed, at the time of the police investigations, the MMMA did not even “permit[] the sale of 
marijuana,” period—meaning that all of defendants’ operations were illegal before defendants 
ever interacted with the police.  McQueen, 293 Mich App at 670. 
15 Were we nonetheless to accept the trial court’s incorrect theorizing that defendants were 
entrapped by the deputy’s so-called “fraudulent” documents, the documents used by the deputy 
to register for membership in G3 were accepted and seen by one defendant, and one defendant 
alone—Geer.  The record provides no basis to conclude that any other defendant was “misled” 
by the deputy’s paperwork, in light of the fact that he never presented it again and merely used 
his G3 membership card and number to purchase marijuana in subsequent dealings.  Indeed, the 
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criminal enterprise is not entrapment—it is basic undercover police work.  Williams, 196 Mich 
App at 663.16  Moreover, as noted, our Court has held that precisely this sort of undercover 
police work to reveal the illegal operation of a marijuana dispensary is not entrapment.  
Vansickle, 303 Mich App at 117. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

 Accordingly, the trial court’s improper dismissal of this case cannot stand.  Its holding is 
reversed, and we remand for entry of an order reinstating the charges and dismissing defendants’ 
claims of entrapment.  We do not retain jurisdiction. 

 

/s/ Henry William Saad 
 

 
other defendants presented no evidence to show they reviewed the deputy’s “fraudulent” 
paperwork or relied on it at any time. 
As noted, it is impossible for Geer, as a matter of law, to have been “entrapped” by the deputy’s 
“fraudulent” paperwork.  It is impossible for the remainder of the defendants, as a matter of 
common sense, to have been “entrapped” by the deputy’s “fraudulent” paperwork because they 
never reviewed or relied on it. 
16 The trial court also incorrectly held that, but for the deputy’s conduct, the defendants could 
have asserted a defense under § 8 of the MMMA.  However, defendants did assert a § 8 defense 
under the MMMA—which the trial court circumvented by truncating defendants’ § 8 hearing 
and holding that defendants were “entrapped” by the police.  See Kolanek, 491 Mich at 412.  Of 
course, when the charges against defendants are reinstated, defendants may raise the § 8 
affirmative defense if they so choose. 
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Before:  SAAD, P.J., and M. J. KELLY and SHAPIRO, JJ. 
 
SHAPIRO, J. (concurring). 

 I agree with the majority that the trial court erred by wholesale dismissal of all charges on 
the basis of entrapment.  I further agree that on remand the trial court should conduct a § 8 
hearing.  I write separately to further outline the differences between § 4 immunity and a § 8 
defense and to consider how the claim of entrapment is to be analyzed for each of the two 
sections. 

I.  FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

 The parties do not dispute, at least for purposes of this appeal, that Earl Carruthers and 
Ryan Carruthers operated a business called Green, Greener, Grow (G3) and that the other three 
defendants were employed there.  They also do not dispute that employees of this facility 
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provided medical marijuana patients with marijuana in exchange for payment.1  As a result of an 
undercover police investigation and a search pursuant to a warrant, charges were brought against 
four of the five defendants for conspiracy to deliver marijuana.  Deonte Arnold, Derrik Holoman, 
and Earl Carruthers were charged with possession with intent to deliver.  Earl Carruthers was 
also charged with money laundering. 

 It is undisputed that the undercover officer represented himself as a lawful marijuana 
patient.  On his first appearance at the location where defendants worked, he presented what 
appeared to be: (1) a legitimate marijuana certification signed by a licensed physician that fully 
complied with state law requirements and (2) the equivalent of a medical marijuana registry 
identification card.2  According to the officer’s testimony, he provided the documents to 
defendants Sheralyn Greer and Arnold, who were working at the front desk.3  He also signed a 
document they presented to him which stated: 

 1.  By becoming a member you are certifying under penalty of law that 
your registry identification card, or its equivalent, and information provided on 
our application form is true and accurate, and you are not seeking membership for 
any illegal or fraudulent purposes. 

 2.  You must have obtained a recommendation from a physician, currently 
licensed to practice medicine in the state of Michigan, to use medicinal marijuana 
to treat a serious illness.  Or, you have been designated as a primary caregiver by 
a qualified patient to provide for that patient’s health and well-being. 

 
                                                 
1 The fact of payment is irrelevant to the application of the protections of the Michigan Medical 
Marihuana Act (MMMA), MCL 333.26421 et seq.  Michigan v McQueen, 493 Mich 135, 141; 
828 NW2d2d 644 (2013). 
2 MCL 333.26429(b) provides: 

 If the department fails to issue a valid registry identification card in 
response to a valid application or renewal submitted pursuant to this act within 20 
days of its submission, the registry identification card shall be deemed granted, 
and a copy of the registry identification application or renewal shall be deemed a 
valid registry identification card. 

See also People v Nicolson, 297 Mich App 191, 194-195; 822 NW2d 284 (2012).  Thus, the 
officer’s properly completed state application for a marijuana registry card with proof of 
submission more dated more than 20 days previously was properly considered to be the 
equivalent of a medical marijuana registry identification card. 

3 Some of defendants were personally shown the officer’s documents while others were made 
aware of them by the records maintained at G3.  
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 3.  You will not distribute medicine received from Green & Greener Grow 
Collective, Inc. hereinafter referred to as G&GGC to any other person that is not a 
member of G&GGC. 

 4.  You will not use medical marijuana from G&GGC for any non-medical 
purposes. 

 5.  By registering with us you are stating that you are not a member of any 
other co-op or collective currently and will not join any other co-op or collective 
while under the care of G&GGC. 

 6.  You authorize G&GGC to contact your physician and verify your state 
recommendation to use/acquire medicinal cannabis. 

 7.  You authorize G&GGC and its members to grow, store, process, 
transport, dispense, administer and transfer medicinal marijuana for your medical 
needs. 

 8.  You agree G&GGC and its members shall receive compensation as 
donations for cost associated with assisting you as a registered qualifying patient 
and member of G&GGC. 

 9.  You agree not to operate any heavy machinery while under the 
influence of your medicinal cannabis.  Do not drive under the influence of any 
substance that may impair your motor skills, including medical cannabis. 

 10.  You have a Michigan Driver’s License or state-issued I.D. 

 11.  You have a Medical marijuana card, or a valid doctor’s 
recommendation and one of them must be presented every time you obtain 
medical cannabis from our collective. 

 12.  You are 18 years of age or older. 

 The officer testified that Greer gave him a G3 membership card and he was directed to a 
second room where he purchased approximately ¼ ounce of marijuana from Holoman.  The 
officer returned on two other occasions, and, after showing his membership card, he purchased 
similar amounts of marijuana from Holoman and Wells.  On two other occasions, the officer 
placed phone calls to G3 and spoke with unnamed persons.  On those occasions, he arranged for 
¼ ounce of marijuana to be sent to his purported address.  

 A warrant to search the G3 premises was obtained, and it was executed on January 5, 
2012.  During the search, a larger quantity of marijuana was seized and, thereafter, defendants 
were charged.  At various times, defendants filed motions to dismiss under § 4 and § 8 of the 
Michigan Medical Marihuana Act (MMMA), MCL 333.26421 et seq., and on grounds of 
entrapment.  The trial court denied the request for relief under § 4, finding that the providers of 
the marijuana, i.e., defendants, had not been connected to the officer (or the person he 
represented himself to be) through the Michigan registration process.  The trial court also took 
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some evidence on the § 8 defense, but it interrupted that hearing to consider the entrapment 
motion.  After hearing the officer’s testimony, the trial court dismissed all charges on grounds of 
entrapment.  The prosecutor appealed to this Court. 

II.  ANALYSIS 

A.  CHARGES BASED ON DELIVERIES TO THE OFFICER 

 Defendants’ claim of entrapment regarding the deliveries to the officer rests upon their 
assertion that, given the documents presented by the officer, they properly concluded that 
providing him with marijuana was lawful.  I agree with my colleagues that defendants could not 
have reasonably believed that the documents alone made the deliveries lawful because the 
presentation of such documents is only one of several requirements necessary for protection by 
the MMMA.  More precisely, it is not enough for defendants to simply assert entrapment as a 
general defense.  Rather, they must show that the officer’s presentation of the documents, in the 
context of other factors, provided them with a reasonable basis to conclude that their actions 
were lawful specifically on the grounds of § 4 immunity or a § 8 defense.  Thus, rather than 
speaking in general terms about entrapment, the court should have considered the issue 
separately as to these two statutory provisions, i.e. did the officer’s actions lead defendants to 
reasonably conclude that delivery to him would be lawful under § 4 or § 8. 

 It is well-settled that § 4 and § 8 define wholly separate defenses.  This was first made 
explicit in People v Kolanek, 491 Mich 382, 387; 817 NW2d 528 (2012), where our Supreme 
Court held that, based on the plain language of the MMMA “a defendant asserting the § 8 
affirmative defense is not required to establish the requirements of § 4, MCL 333.26424, which 
pertains to broader immunity granted by the act.”  Similarly in People v Blysma, 493 Mich 17, 
22; 825 NW2d 543 (2012), our Supreme Court unanimously held that this Court had “erred when 
it concluded that defendant was not entitled to assert the § 8 affirmative defense solely because 
he did not satisfy the possession limits of § 4.”  Id.  Further, the court held “a defendant need not 
establish the elements of § 4 immunity in order to establish the elements of the § 8 defense.”  Id.  
And again, in Michigan v McQueen, 493 Mich 135, 158; 828 NW2d 644 (2013), our Supreme 
Court reiterated that “Kolanek makes clear that § 8 provides separate protections for medical 
marijuana patients and caregivers and that one need not satisfy the requirements of § 4 immunity 
to be entitled to the § 8 affirmative defense[.]”  Most recently, in People v Hartwick, 498 Mich 
192, 200-203; ___ NW2d ___ (2015), our Supreme Court, again speaking unanimously, set out 
the elements that apply to a claim of § 4 immunity and contrasted those with the elements that 
apply to a § 8 defense. 

1.  SECTION 4 IMMUNITY 

 Hartwick explains that under § 4, “[w]hen a qualifying patient elects a primary caregiver, 
a registry identification card is also issued to the primary caregiver[,] . . . [who] is said to be 
‘connected’ to that particular qualifying patient.”  Hartwick, 498 Mich at 205 n 15.  For the 
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caregiver4 to be shielded by § 4 immunity, he and the patient must be “connected” in this 
fashion.  Given that requirement, none of the defendants would have been entitled to § 4 
immunity as to any deliveries to the officer even if his representations had been true.  Defendants 
do not assert that they were named by the officer as his registered caregivers, or that they had 
any reason to believe so.  Accordingly, to the degree defendants claim that the officer’s 
representations led them to conclude that they were immune from prosecution under § 4 of the 
MMMA, their claim of entrapment fails as a matter of law. 

2.  SECTION 8 DEFENSE 

 Section 8 of the MMMA does not provide immunity, but it does provide a complete 
defense.5  Unlike § 4, the plain language of § 8 makes clear that its application is not limited to 
registered patients or to registered caregivers.  Further, unlike § 4 immunity, a § 8 defense does 
not require that a caregiver and patient be “connected” or “linked.”  Section 8 can serve as a 
complete defense for any medical marijuana user and any medical marijuana caregiver6 who 
satisfy its requirements.  See Kolanek, 491 Mich at 398-399.  Moreover, the language of § 8 
places no limit on the number of patients a caregiver may serve so long as the standards are met 
as to each one.  See MCL 333.26428. 

 Unfortunately, having erroneously concluded that the mere presentation of the documents 
automatically constituted entrapment, the trial court did not reach the more precise question 
whether the officer’s actions and the documents he displayed provided defendants with a 
reasonable basis to believe that their deliveries to him would fall within the protections of a § 8 
defense.  On remand, the trial court should consider this issue in the context of the § 8 hearing. 

  Hartwick holds that under § 8, a provider of marijuana has not committed a crime and is 
a caregiver as defined by the statute where its requirements are satisfied.  The first requirement, 
set out in MCL 333.26428(a)(1) has three parts:  

 (1)  The existence of a bona fide physician-patient relationship, 

 
                                                 
4 In order to qualify as a caregiver, an individual must be at least 21 years old, have no felony 
convictions for the prior ten years, and have no felony convictions involving either illegal drugs 
or assault.  MCL 333.26423(h). 
5 Section 8 provides an affirmative defense to patients generally for “possession of a quantity of 
marihuana that was not more than was reasonably necessary to ensure the uninterrupted 
availability of marihuana for the purpose of treating or alleviating the patient’s serious or 
debilitating medical condition or symptoms of the patient’s serious or debilitating medical 
condition[.]”  MCL 333.26428(a)(2).  The affirmative defense of § 8 is thus available regardless 
of the amount of marijuana possessed.  A defendant may assert a § 8 defense by filing a motion 
to dismiss the criminal charges, in which case an evidentiary hearing must be held before trial.  
MCL 333.26428(b). 

6 “Caregiver” and “primary caregiver” are synonymous per MCL 333.26423(h). 
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 (2)  in which the physician completes a full assessment of the patient’s 
medical history and current medical condition, and 

 (3)  from which results the physician’s professional opinion that the 
patient has a debilitating medical condition and will likely benefit from the 
medical use of marijuana to treat the debilitating medical condition.  [Hartwick, 
498 Mich at 229.] 

 The documents presented by the officer may have provided a reasonable basis for 
defendants to conclude that this three-part requirement was met.  As Hartwick explains, 
possession of a valid registry card (of which the certification and a 20 day old application is the 
equivalent) is proof that a physician has offered his professional opinion that the patient has a 
debilitating medical condition for which he will receive benefit from marijuana.  Id. at 203 n 10.  
Depending on the precise language of the physician’s statement and the content of statements 
made by the officer to defendants, some or all of defendants may have had a reasonable belief 
that the certificate was based on a bona fide physician-patient relationship and a proper 
assessment.  See id. at 231-232 n 77. 

 Assuming that to be shown, defendants still must show that the officer’s actions led them 
to reasonably believe that the provision of marijuana also met the requirements of MCL 
333.26428(a)(2) and (a)(3).  Subsection (a)(2) requires that the amount of marijuana possessed 
by the patient and his caregiver not be more than “reasonably necessary to ensure the 
uninterrupted availability of marihuana for the purpose of treating or alleviating the patient’s 
serious or debilitating medical condition or symptoms of the patient’s serious or debilitating 
medical condition.”  MCL 333.26428(a)(2).  While “a primary caregiver may reasonably rely on 
the amount his or her patient states is needed to treat the patient’s deliberating medical 
condition,” Hatwick, 498 Mich at 234, defendants could not have reasonably believed that the 
transactions were lawful without having received some information as to the needed amount. 

 Finally, MCL 333.26428(a)(3) requires that the marijuana-related activities that the 
patient and his caregiver engaged in related to the provision and use of the drug for treatment of 
the patient’s serious or debilitating medical conditions or symptoms thereof.  On its face, it 
would appear that if defendants reasonably believed that they met the other requirements of the 
statute, then this one would be met as well, but it remains to be seen if the prosecution has 
evidence to the contrary. 

B.  CHARGES BASED ON EVIDENCE SEIZED DURING THE SEARCH OF THE 
PREMISES 

 In addition to charges directly arising out of delivery of marijuana to the undercover 
officer, there are charges based on the January 12, 2013 discovery of a significant quantity of 
marijuana at the facility where the officer made his initial purchase.  Contrary to defendants’ 
argument, an entrapment defense has no application to these charges.  Defendants argue that the 
items discovered in the ensuing search must be suppressed as fruit of the poisonous tree because 
the search warrant that was obtained based upon the deliveries was tainted by entrapment.  
However, even if the deliveries to the officer were the result of entrapment, it does not 
undermine the use of the marijuana obtained in those transfers as the basis for further 
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investigation and a search warrant.  People v Johnson, 466 Mich 491, 505; 647 NW2d 480 
(2002).  Therefore, the charges arising out of the marijuana and other evidence discovered may 
not be dismissed on grounds of entrapment.7 

 

/s/ Douglas B. Shapiro 

 
                                                 
7 It is not clear from the record which defendants are charged in connection with the larger 
quantity found during the search.  I think it important to emphasize that each defendant is to be 
judged on his or own individual conduct and not collectively on the grounds that they were all 
employed by the same entity.  In this regard, I believe my colleagues overemphasize the question 
whether marijuana dispensaries are lawful entities.  The McQueen court ruled that a marijuana 
dispensary could be closed as a public nuisance.  McQueen, 493 Mich at 158-159.  However, as 
in any criminal case, the question is whether each individual defendant is guilty or not guilty of 
the crimes with which they are charged based on the actions they individually took.  Being 
employed by a marijuana dispensary is not in and of itself a crime.  Whether defendants have 
committed crimes turns on their individual actions and not on whether or not the entity that 
employed them conducted its business lawfully. 
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Before:  SAAD, P.J., and M. J. KELLY and SHAPIRO, JJ. 
 
M. J. KELLY, J.  (concurring). 

 I concur fully with the lead opinion.  I write separately, however, to clarify two points: I 
do not understand the majority opinion to foreclose the possibility that a defendant might be able 
to establish a defense of entrapment even though that person does not have any direct interaction 
with a police officer, see People v Matthews, 143 Mich App 45; 371 NW2d 887 (1985); I also do 
not understand the majority opinion to foreclose the possibility that an otherwise law-abiding 
person might be induced to commit a crime by an officer’s efforts to convince the person that he 
or she would be immune from prosecution. 

 Here, the undisputed evidence showed that defendants were engaged in criminal conduct 
involving marijuana before any officer became involved.  See Ter Beek v City of Wyoming, 495 
Mich 1, 15; 846 NW2d 531 (2014) (noting that the possession, manufacture, and delivery of 
marijuana remains illegal in this state).  They may have done so under the mistaken belief that 
they would be immune from prosecution, but they nevertheless engaged in criminal acts.  See 
People v Koon, 494 Mich 1, 5; 832 NW2d 724 (2013) (stating that the Medical Marijuana Act 
provides immunity from prosecution for otherwise criminal acts).  Because the evidence showed 
that the officer did not induce defendants—directly or indirectly—to engage in criminal conduct 
by convincing them that they would be immune from prosecution, but instead merely complied 
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with defendants’ existing scheme for the unlawful sale and delivery of marijuana, this case does 
not rise to the level of entrapment.  See People v Johnson, 466 Mich 491, 498; 647 NW2d 480 
(2002). 

/s/ Michael J. Kelly 


